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A b s t r a c t
Some problems of the theoretical interpretation of pulsed neutron 
experiments are investigated on the basis of the energy-dependent Boltzmann 
equation. The relation of the infinite medium theory to the finite medium 
experiments is discussed in detail, A calculation is performed in P-^ L-^  aPP~ 
roximation in order to determine the shape of neutron flux and the extra­
polation length. It is shown that the existence of an asymptotic region is 
not required for applying the infinite medium theory to the finite medium 
measurements.
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1. Introduction
The technique of pulsed neutron experiments has been developed 
already before the First Geneva Conference on the basis of the work per­
formed by Dardel [1] , Antonov et. al. [2] , and others. The simplest 
theory of pulsed neutron measurements is based on the solution of the one- 
group diffusion equation. Owing to the increasingly sophicticated measu­
ring techniques and to the phenomenon of diffusion cooling, it has be­
come necessary to work out the energy dependent treatment and the trans­
port theory approach.
After a neutron pulse, injected into a moderator sample, the flux 
has the form:
-XniФ О - . Е . О - Г  а „ Ф х ( r . E . O e  "n =0 /1.1/
where An are the eigenvalues of the following equation: [3^]
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[- +0. grad +5ZS(E ) + 2Ia(E)] ФХ(Г>Е ^
=JdE'jolQXs(f.E^.^^A(r.f^ ^
k n < A, < . . . k,
4ÍT /1.2/
and
For large t :
ф ( г , Е , 0 , О я' ал 0Фл„(г>Е .0)е -л«* /1.5/
Thus measuring the decay of the neutron pulse,the lowest eigenvalue can be 
obtained.
For the interpretation of the measurements the formula
kQ = o(0+ D B 2 - C B 4
/1.4/
2is used, where В is the material buckling taken to be equal to the geometric 
one. oc0D and C can be determined from measurements at various geometric buck- 
lings. Consequently, the following questions arise:
1. What is the physical meaning of cx0D and C and what is their relation to 
the cross-sections.
2 . How the geometric buckling can be determined from the actual dimension 
a moderator sample.
So far, the first problem has been the main subject of theoretical conside­
rations. The simplest way leading to /1.4/ has been the introduction of the 
diffusion cooling term into the formula [l]
A = Z Q tf + D(B2)B 2
In that way, a term in can be found.
Nelkin has obtained coefficients of /1.4/ by a variational approach, 
using the "neutron temperature" as a variational parameter.
Supposing space-energy separability of ф(х,Е>уи),а one-velocity equa­
tion can be derived. /3 b/ From this one-velocity equation Sjöstrand [ßl hat 
deduced an exact expression for A(B)and its /1.4/ expansion.
llJSWi »Purohit [7] and otheis [8] »applying p, approximation .have 
determined the coefficients a0 D and 0 with the help of Laguerre expansion
7  pt 0nl' the flrE,t two te™ a of the Laguerre expansion l.e.L, approxi­
mation was used, but the correction indicated by higher order Lagierre D01, 
nomials was also calculated.
For the case of infinite medium, Nelkin [9] has derived A(B) from the 
energy dependent^ Boltzmann equation with the help of Fourier transform. In 
the following we shall deal with the relation of this infinite medium theory 
to' the finite sample measurements.
2 .Application of Nelkin*s infinite medium theory to finite sample measurements 
In the following our considerations are restricted to the one dimen­
sional case and to the use of an isotropic scattering kernel, thus the Eq/1.2/ 
becomes
From now on we consider A as a given quantity, usually as the lowest eigen­
value of Eq . / 1 .2j
We try to solve /2.1/ for
This is the same equation which Nelkin has obtained by Fourier transform [9]. 
But the above formulation has an advantage over that of Nelkin’s. Namely, 
Fourier transform usually implies the boundary condition too. Here, however, 
finding the set of eigenvalues/ 2.3/ :
one can write down the total solution of Eq./2.1/ which satisfies the boun­
dary condition of a finite sample. [10] This procedure will be carried out 
in P-^ L-^  approximation in the next paragraphs. ’
Now, however, for the sake of further discussion, we write down the 
flux for the lowest X 0 eigenvalue:
00
/2.1/
Ф А ( М , / Р = Е х (Е>/и)в)е'в,< /2 .2/
Substituting / 2.2/ into /2.1/we have
[ - i p “ ‘B + Z sCE) + 2 Q (E)]rA< X / ‘.B)-
00
/2.3/
0 -1
4ф0(х, Е , t) - е'Х°* [fő (E.ej cos B0x + £  F0(E, 8k ) e 1 e«x
k=o /2.4/
where
Ф„ ( x , E . * > * /  Ф (■*. E . M  , f ) cl fi
F0 CE,B)-i/ f (E,/*1B)cI/i
The index X 0 is omitted.
The first term in/ 2 . 4 / is written separately, since it represents 
the asymptotic part of the flux.In fact, if all В-s, except the first,are 
imaginary /we shall see later when this is the case/, then far from bounda­
ries, the separately written first term will predominate:
ф(х,Е,0~е'Л°* F0(E,e„)cosB0x
The extrapolation length is the distance from the actual boundary, where this 
asymptotic flux vanishes, i.e.:
Hence
cos B0(a + d ) - 0
B o = £ d /2.5/
Thus BQ can be obtained, if d is known, d can be determined from the boundary 
condition of the transport theory./E.g. from Marshak’s boundary conditions/.
We shall deal with this question in 4.
If more than one pair of B^”8 are real, then there is no asymptotic 
region, thus extrapolation length, in the usual sense, does not exist. However 
this case does not cause any difficulty in principle, because a value of d 
where the first term in /2.4/ vanishes, even now exists, consequently, a geo­
metric buckling В can be assigned to the finite sample. Accordingly, the exis­
tence of an asymptotic region is not required for the application of the infi­
nite medium theory to the finite sample experiments. However,if an asymptotic 
region exists, the interpretation of the measurements is simpler, because the 
extrapolation length is easier to determine. Therefore it is of interest to 
know a criterion of the existence of an asymptotic region.
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3. The set of BI values at given XD .The criterion of the existence of an 
asymptotic region
We are going to consider the set of Bk values in P - ^  approximation, 
if the lowest decay constant A0 is given. In this approximation there are 
two pairs of rootst /Generally, in P^Lj approximation there are 
pairs of roots./
We start from the P^ equations with the following scattering kernel:
is introduced. For the sake of simplicity, we deal only with moderators obey­
ing l/у absorption law. We note briefly: -y -JT = -3L Since we discuss
a non-multiplying medium: X  > 0 . Thus the one-dimensional equations
in approximation are the following:
Substituting /3.4-/ into /3.2/ and /3.3/, multiplying the resulting equations 
by L; (E)and integrating over E, we get:
The set of B, values are called roots, since they are roots of a charac­
teristic equation.
[ Е 5(е -е> зр<(о о ,) Ж Ч Г , ( еЖ е-е,>] /3.1/
and the notation
Z , r( E ) - z : s (O0-/B(E))
Ч Е » Д Е)~-1г) /3.2/
0
/з .з /
Let ua expand Ф0(Е,х) and ф((Е(х) in the generalized Laguerre polynomials 
of the order of unity:
t n ( E / )  = M ( E ) f ‘ t ^ ( x ) L lk' >(E ) n = 0 , 1k*o /3-V
6£ [k*0
*ik
3 d X2 + ^ ik + X
- M
i r / ik ]Фок(х) = | /3.5/
ф ; о о = Эх Г  Ь к Фок (х)к=0 /3 .6/
where
оо
Ф п О О = ~ ,  J ^ J E . v H / C E M E
О
^ “ i r n f ) ^ T M(E)Lt:>{E)L" (E)d£
п= 0 , 1
/3.7а/
/3.7Ь/
/ V
( ö ) lk= J  F  М (f)LV*(Е) (Е)dLE /?.7с/
О
оо оо
Пк = -Т já Е / « X i(E‘-E)M(r)[L<k”(E1)-L<i;4E)J.Í,,(E,}-L{,*(E^
О о
/3.7d/
For transformation of we have used the condition of detailed balance:
м (е) Г 5Се- е ')« m c e ' ^ u '-e)
It is evident from /3.7d/ that ^jo=0 and fjjXO if i > 0
As we have said, we want to find the solution in the form of
Фп(*)= Fnk(*)e iBx n= 0, 1 /2.2/
We shall use L-^  approximation i.e. we shall keep only terms corresponding to 
i=Q, 1 and k=0, 1} then we have:
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/5-5 /
F,'(S)--
;B
3
ia
з
tooF0°(B)+(olF04B)
*<иГ0° ( В ) Н и Г0’(В) /5.6/
The Eqs. /3,4’/ are a set of homogeneous equations, and the roots of its 
characteristic equation are the possible values of B.We find that if
5 I 1
t t — t ^ l00 I01
< 0
/3.8/
then one pair of roots is real, the other is imaginary i.e.:
B0- ± B
This means that if the condition /3 .8/ is fulfilled, there is an asymptotic 
region in the moderator sample. Usually tQO t-Q “^Ql> ® therefore the asymp­
totic region always exists, unless X  is too large.
Thus if /3.8/ is fulfilled, the flux is:
Фо(Е , к) = Ab F0(E,B)cosBx 4-А9Г0(Е,9)сН^Х ^  9/,
if not
Ф0(Е,х) = A0F0(E,B)cosBx 6A,F0(E, Bt)cosB,x
/5.9’/
for a slab. The fulfilment of /3.8/ depends on the magnitude of| This is 
physically understandable since this magnitude characterizes the "thermaliza- 
tion power" of a moderator.
For illustration we apply the above approach to water.
We suppose that (Е)~Е 'г .The ^  can be calculated from the mea­
sured value of C from the formula [7] [8] :
*
8]fw D2
2 tfolfiil
4 -1 -1We use C=0,036 cm .sec , and get 12Tiil =1,59 cm
It follows from/5,8/ that if X< 1,6.10^ sec-1, then there is an asymp­
totic region. The time taken for measurements is only up to 0,26.10;)sec 1 . 
Owing to the good thermalizing properties of water./This is probably not the 
case for moderators with bad thermalizing properties./
One can visualize the asymptotic region in an interesting way with the 
help of /5 -9/ let us write: [ll]<70
л/ф0(Е,х)с1Е_fi_____ __
}ф 0(E,x)dE
/5 .10/
If we disregard the second term in / 5.9 / i.e. take into account only the 
asymptotic flux, then B=B ^ . Thus the spatial variation of В and its
departure from B0 indicate the departure from the asymptotic region. In Fig.l.о ^ и и. -1 2 -2в for a slab of water can be seen. Bere X  =0,8.10 sec , В =0,296 cm 
This corresponds to a slab of 2.55 cm half-thickness. The solid curve repre- 
sente В .^.calculated from /5.9/ .Gelbard et.al.have also calculated В e££ -
in P^ approximation using electronic computer. in] The dashed curve shows 
their result. The agreement between the two results is only qualitative, but 
presumably the difference is mainly due to the large error of P^ approximation 
at the boundary of a slab.
4. The buckling dependence of the extrapolation length
Let us deal with the case when the flux has the form /5-9/ , i.e. an 
asymptotic region exists. We have yet to impose the boundary condition on the 
solution / 3 .9/ .In the case of infinite medium, the flux must have a finite 
value at infinity. Therefore A =0. Since a physically reasonable solution is 
everywhere positive, thus BsO. For a slab of half-thickness a one can use 
Marshak’s boundary condition. In P^ approximation it has the form:
~ т Ф о ( а Д )  + Ф , ( а , Е )  =  0
This equation in L-. approximation becomes:
- у  Ф° [Q ) * Ф°Co) = 0
- у  Ф 0 ( а р  Ф|(а) = о /4.1/
Prom Eqa. /3-3/ in L-^ approximation we have
ф,*(а)=-{ h. t '°оФ° w +*оЖ (x) Lo
Ф,‘( о ) = -  у ^ ; [ 1о1Ф 0(х ) * * « Ф о ( х )]х.а
Substituting /4 .2/ into /4 .1/ we get the following set of equations:
AB[Fo°(B)c o s B a - ( * o o C ( B) * i oiFo (fä.))T’ s inB a] +
+ Avf C  (vjchvo +(t00 f ° (V) t FÖ(v>)*ol)^ shv>a] = 0 
A B [ Fo'CB) c o s В о  -(t0) F0° (В) + 1 „ F0'(B)) Ц -  sin Ba] +
+ A» [Fo(o)chVQ + (t01 F0° (v) + („ F0‘ (v))^ shpa] = 0
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/4.5/
Prom the characteristic equation of /4.3/ the extrapolation length d,where 
the asymptotic part of /3.9/ vanishes, can be obtained as:
cosB(a+d) “0
Let us take F0°( B) ■ F0°(V>) - 1 then:
I t„Fo4B)n0, P
d  = -i- ° rct9 [ i f  (t00t F0’(B) t0() -  *o.F,4b) H ?0 W  j =
1-
x(*oo*F„'(B)t0,)
«,.F04B)tt0, p 
»»(FoCB)*!,,, <) F0'(v) 8
F.'CV) 9 /4.4/
ere
1 Fo4B)P
Fo’W S
P = l + *oi) T  thvo
9-= + ^ ■ ) ^ if thvo
-jjüB (‘о.*Р0ЧВПо,У
/, ~ t|,Fo'(B)i(o, P 4  
*ot Fq (B)i t00 F^0*(s>)
<- fo, (B)P
V  Fo’(v)(J У
/4.5/
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From Eqs. /3-5’/ :
Fo4ß)-
Fq C^)~
в ,T  {0^
•у*и + 1Ги1 X ( V )H
_ .3^V o A * U r )
V XU)
oo
/4.6а/
/4.6b/
The factor A o ^ o ^ ^ o l  liaB a aimP'1'e Physical meaning. Let us put down ae 
parately the aaymptotic term from /3.9/:
tas(E .Jf)=ABM(E)[Ll0',(£:)+F0,(B)L(;)(E)]cosB4 A  .7/
Averaging {^Г^(Е)~ u]~ over /4.?/
/cLE Х 1г(Е)фа5(Е,х)
~ -------------- = too+ E0'(B)t0, < A tr(E)>x
JdE <J>QS(E,x)
0
Thua the above factor give a the buckling dependence of the extrapolation 
length resulting from the diffusion cooling, taking into account the increase
in transport mean free path, caused by X
The last term in /4.4/ generally will not be, 1, not even in the case 
X =0,unless t х=0./Е.g if £  »const./ The case X  =0 corresponds to Milne’s 
problem with no absorption, consequently it gives the same d we should get by 
solving the infinite half-space problem. It is known that the exact result
in the constant cross-3ection approximation is/
d. — 0,7104 < X tr(E) > 0 Ooo = < А Д Е) >o)
If the transport cross-section i3 energy dependent, the extrapolation length 
is differing from 0,7104. For that case Nelkin uses a variational approach 
that leads to [12]
_ i < X |r (E)>0 
8 < \ tr (£)>0 A  < A lr(C)>o /4.8/
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The averages have to be taken in terms of the Maxwellian flux at temperature 
T of the infinite half-space. Applying/ 4.8/ to water we find
d=0;758 < A tr(E)>0 Л . 9 /
i.e. the extrapolation length increases because of the energy dependence of 
the transport mean free path.
We also get an increase from the formula /4.4/ In fact, applying /4.4/ 
to water, for X =0, we get:
d= 0,738 < X tr(E) >0 (/oo=<Xtr(E) >0) /4.10/
as compared to d=2/3 < A tr(E) >0 which is given by Рх in constant cross- 
section approximation.
Let us deal with the case x/0. Gelbard et. al. [ll] have made a nume­
rical approach for finding the extrapolation length for slabs. Considering 
an infinite slab and assuming that
ф(*,г,Е)-е-А-»‘ф(г,Е)
A0as well as <p(z}E) have been determined for a given thickness 2a. They
worked in Px approximation, applying Marshak’s boundary condition. Thus,ob- 
Э 2 2taining A 0 and using the relation /1.4/ В was found. Prom В the value of
d was obtained by /2.5/ .However, we consider the buckling dependence of d/dQ 
where dQ is the extrapolation length corresponding to B=0. In Pig.2. the 
buckling dependence from /4.4/ and Gelbard’s result are shown by the solid 
and the dashed curve.respectively. There is no great difference between the 
two results. The departure of /4.9/ from/4.10/ is due to the P-^  approximation. 
/Gelbard et, al also have obtained 0,753/. This means that the P-^ L-^  approxi­
mation can be applied to the calculation of the extrapolation length if we 
correct the value 0,738 to 0 ,758.
It is interesting to plot the quantity pf- It shows the ^A. tf-(E)buckling dependence without diffusion cooling. This buckling dependence has 
no clear physical meaning. In Pig.2. the dotted curve represents the ^ 
ratio calculated by Gelbard et.al., the dotted-line is the same quantify о*1э- x 
tained by /4.4/ .
Above calculations can be carried out, even if two pairs of roots are 
real only instead of chvo , v>shva, vthva we must write cosE^a,- Bjsinf^Q (-B^tgBa 
respectively. We get a d value even now, but it has no physical meaning like 
the extrapolation length has, because there is no asymptotic region. But this 
d can also be used for calculating the geometric buckling, in the same way as 
the extrapolation length.
■I- It is interesting to note that there is a buckling dependence in the cons­
tant cross section approximation too. It has been obtained by Sjöstrand
[5] in P^ approximation. It is, however, far below that obtained taking 
into account the energy dependence.
12
I am indebted to Prof.L.Pál and Mr.G.Kosály for helpful discussions and 
valuable suggestions.
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